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 Israeli Violations' Activities in the oPt 
13 July 2019 

 

The daily report highlights the violations behind 
Israeli home demolitions and demolition threats 
in the occupied Palestinian territory, the 
confiscation and razing of lands, the uprooting 
and destruction of fruit trees, the expansion of 
settlements and erection of outposts, the brutality 
of the Israeli Occupation Army, the Israeli settlers 
violence against Palestinian civilians and 
properties, the erection of checkpoints, the 
construction of the Israeli segregation wall and 
the issuance of military orders for the various 
Israeli purposes.                                                                                                 

 
 

The Violations are based on 
reports provided by field workers 
and\or news sources. 
 
The text is not quoted directly 
from the sources but is edited for 
clarity. 
 
The daily report does not 
necessarily reflect ARIJ’s opinion. 

 
 

 

This DAILY REPORT is prepared as part of the project entitled Advocating for a Sustainable and Viable 
Resolution of Israeli-Palestinian Conflict which is financially supported by the EU. However, the content of this 
presentation is the sole responsibility of ARIJ & LRC and does not necessarily reflect those of the donors.      
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Israeli Arrests  

• Israeli navy ships attacked Palestinian fishing boats in the southern 

part of the Gaza Strip, detained two fishermen, and confiscated 

equipment. The attack took place less than six nautical miles from the 

Gaza shore. The two detained fishermen were identified as 

Mohammad Wael Bardaweel, and his brother Ahmad. The two 

Palestinians, and the confiscated fishing gear and equipment, were 

later transferred to Ashdod Port. The navy fired many live rounds at 

Palestinian fishing in Gaza territorial waters. (WAFA, IMEMC, 13 July, 

2019) 

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) detained a young Palestinian man 

in Bab al-‘Amoud in Jerusalem. . (IMEMC, 13 July, 2019) 

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA)  invaded and searched homes in 

the Schools Street, in Jabal al-Mokabber, and detained two young men, 

identified as Nour Oleyyan, 21, and Rezeq ‘Oweisat, 20. (IMEMC, 13 

July, 2019) 

Home Demolition & Demolition threats  

• The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) invaded Beit Ummar town, north 

of the southern West Bank city of Hebron, and delivered a demolition 

order, targeting a Palestinian home in Wad ash-Sheikh area, near the 

main entrance of the town. The IOA delivered the order to Mohammad 

Ali al-Allami, informing him of the army’s decision to demolish his 

property of 150 square/meters, consisting of one floor and a basement. 

(WAFA, IMEMC, 13 July, 2019) 

Other 
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• As long as some American and Israeli leaders continue to support the 

“two-state solution” (TSS) and oppose annexation or incorporation of 

Area C, the Palestinians (and their supporters) will continue to believe 

that they will win. This is because the Palestinians present themselves 

not only as a geographic and demographic entity but, more important, 

as an ideology: Palestinianism. This is what the late Robert Wistrich 

explained in one of his last lectures to the World Jewish Congress. 

Arab Palestinians cannot and will not abandon their raison d’etre, 

which is the “liberation of Palestine.” This explains why they “never 

miss an opportunity to miss an opportunity” to resolve the struggle. It 

is, for them, existential. It’s in the PLO and Hamas charters. It is a 

fundamental value, and it is the basis of their policy and strategy to 

defeat and destroy Israel. FOR MORE INFORMATION (Haaretz, 

JPOST, 13 July, 2019) 
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https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-as-israel-tightens-entry-rules-foreign-profs-at-palestinian-universities-forced-out-1.7497044
https://www.jpost.com/Opinion/The-trap-of-the-two-state-solution-595557
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